Fresh

Wall vent TL80R
Artno

628080

Three opening positions
Condensation protection
Controlled with or without cord
Complete range of accessories
Several filter alternatives

Round wall vent designed to provide a
continuous airflow into the
building/house.
Tecnical data
Duct size nominal Ø (mm)
Material
Plastic Material detail
Etim Code
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80
Plastic
ABS, PS
EC011497
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Description
Air supply unit for wall mounting. A complete set contain
internal part, 2 x wall pipe, adapter and external grille. The
pipes fit telescopically which provides a flexible join.
The internal part is supplied with standard filter and
condensation protection. The front cover also functions as
damper and is regulated either with a mounted cord or by
pulling the cover outwards. The vent has three openingpositions and one close-position. The cover will gradually
change position for each pull (the fourth pull will close the
vent). The distribution pattern can be improved by
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mounting an air deflector (accessory).
The vent has two filter-alternatives, Standard filter
(included as standard) and Pollen filter (accessory).
Mounting, a high placing is recommended, preferably
above a radiator. With this solution the incoming air mixes
with the convection flow of warm air, ensuring maximum
comfort. When using the vent in rooms with underfloorheating we recommend to use an air deflector (ensures a
better mix of air and prevents draught, accessory).
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Accessories

External grille
110x154
Artno

External grille
110x154
Artno

Wall pipe F80
Artno

180150

181751

External grille
#150 white

External grille
#150 brun

External grille
#150 röd

Artno

Artno

Artno

181701

181703

181705

181756

External grille

External grille

Insect net 150

Hole saw D86

Chuck D32-210

Chuck

#150 black

#150 grey

DIY

Artno

Artno

Artno

Artno

extender D32210

181706

181707

Artno

804040

804046

664004

Artno
Artno

803271

External grille
#150 gul

Cover plate 18
white #180

Rain shield
unvarnished

Artno

Artno

Artno

Artno

181708

661811

804048

000176

Grille Tyfon
weatherproof
Ø180 white

Grille Tyfon
weatherproof
D180 Grey

Artno

Artno

910011

910012

800150

Artno
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663001
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